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Course Objective: 

The course provides an overview of fundamentals of multimedia systems. The students will be 
taught how to represent, process and retrieve multimedia data such as text, images, sound, video 
and animation.

Course Learning Outcomes:

On successful completion of this course, a student will be able to:
 
1. Do image manipulation. 
2. create animation using a number of tools.
3. Design and making of small website with integrated multimedia components.

List of Experiments:

Details of the Lab Course

Sessio
n Name of Experiment Contact 

Hours

1 Explore various tools like text tool, path select tool, gradient tool, 
transform tool, scissor tool. (Image-manipulation)

4



2

Perform the following operations: replace background of an 
image, insert an image inside a text using masking, and create a 
3D text. (Image-manipulation)

4

3
Create a logo of an event being organized by your college and 
insert it into an e-poster. (Image-manipulation) 4

4
Draw shapes like Line, Circle, Oval, Rectangle, Square. 
(Animation) 4

5
Illustrate the usage of tools like Pencil, Cutter/lasso Tool, 
Eraser tool, Paint Bucket/fill tool. (Animation) 4

6
Create an animation that should illustrate the following : Move 
Objects, Stretch Objects and Rotate Objects. 4

7-8
Create an animation for a race between two objects A & B in 
which Object A wins. 8

9 Create an animation of a bouncing ball. 4

10
Record an audio clip. Now explore any sound editing software 
like audacity to remove the noise. 4

11
Create two short videos on any topic of your choice using any video creation 

software. Combine these videos using any video editing software like 
OpenShot.

4

12
Compress the combined video to reduce its size using any 
freely available online compression/ transcoder tool. 4

13-15

Design a websi te  having at  least  10 web pages using 
any freely available content management system for website 
creation like Joomla, WordPress, Google Sites, etc. The website 
should contain all multimedia components like text, images, audio, 
video and animation.

12

Total 60



Evaluation Scheme:
No. Component Duration Marks
1. End Semester Examination 4 hrs 50

Suggested Books:

Sl. 
No.

Name of Authors/Books/Publishers Year of 
Publication/Repr
int

1. Manual of respected software that is in use. e-source

2. Powell, T. A.: HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference (5th 
Edition). Tata McGrawHill. 2010

Mode of Evaluation: End Semester Exam


